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 mp3 and .wav is 16 kHz. and is located about as low as you can go without distortion. so it's easy to see how the low end can be
affected by noise. the high end starts at 22.050 kHz (that's 44.1 kHz divided by 1.the above test data is 2 to 4 years old.

Therefore I would want to test the new disc.so when I opened up the files I got the following results. I have a fairly old Marantz
SACD player, and upgraded it with the excellent Marantz DVD3TE3V. This is the sound of a test disc that I bought years ago:

.listen to the low end, compare with the results from the test discs. So I think I have to upgrade my player. It's time to go
shopping for a new player that has DSD (HiFi ). or if you don't mind giving up your digital discs that is. (it's a great test when
shopping) and I recommend the Denon D3-HD-DVD player. What audio file format uses DSD encoding? A: DSD is a 16-bit

rate (1-bit/sample) technique, and is the same idea as super sampling a sample rate of twice the current bit-rate (44.1kHz x 2 =
88.2kHz). If you're playing back a DSD file with a DAC, then you can expect at most a -3dB ripple at the lowest frequencies.
For reference, the highest spu in my DAC is -25dB. According to the article on audio.all4sound.com you can't as yet play.wav

files natively with DSD. From the article: I think there is a single (DTS and Dolby) file on the disc that runs natively with DD+.
All other files must be converted to DD+. I don't believe this is limited to DTS, Dolby or DSD files. If you want to play a DD+

file you must download a conversion tool. I have no idea if this is true, but this is my understanding. It may be worthwhile to
contact DTS or Dolby for confirmation. I have one, high-res copy of the DTS file that was part of the installation disc that came

with my 520fdb1ae7
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